Abstract. This paper proposes a method of mechanical performance prediction of cold rolled ribbed steel bars based on BP neural network with whole variable space. It builds a whole variable space model and studies the mechanical performance prediction of cold rolled ribbed steel bars based on the 5-in & 1-out BP network and the mechanical performance prediction of cold rolled ribbed steel bars based on the 5-in & 2-out BP network. The results show that this method can reliably predict the mechanical performance of cold rolled ribbed steel bars, and the predictive effect of the 5-in & 1-out BP network model based on whole variable space is superior to the 5-in & 2-out BP network model.
Introduction
During the cold rolling process of ribbed steel bars, original materials are subjected to repeated rolling deal, and subjected to an integrated complex constraint. Rolling condition and status are changing constantly. Besides that, the rolling process must be maintained equivalent metal flow each second between racks and comply with the energy conservation law. Therefore, it is very difficult to establish mathematical physics equations between the process parameters of cold rolled ribbed steel bars and product mechanical properties from the perspective of material constraints and geometric deformations directly. This paper studies on mechanical performance prediction of cold rolled ribbed steel based on whole variable space and BP neural network. It provides mechanical performance prediction of cold rolled ribbed steel bars with theoretical basis and scientific method by using the whole variable space features and the high precision approximation performance of BP network.
Prediction Modeling of Mechanical Properties of Cold Rolled Ribbed Bars Based on Full Sample Space
When dividing variable space according to whole variable space, the inputted samples of prediction model are five-dimensional vectors in each built subspace. The mechanical performance prediction model of cold rolled ribbed steel bar is established by using 5-in & 1-out and 5-in & 2-out BP neural network. The 5 inputs of BP neural network are the tensile strength of the raw material σ0, the reducing amount of rolling △, drawing speed v, the amount of fluctuation in scroll wheel I and scroll wheel spacing s, which denoted by xi (i = 1, 2, …, 5 ) in network. The output of BP neural network is the tensile strength σb or the elongation δb of cold rolled ribbed steel bars, which denoted by yk (i = 1, 2) in network.
For the mechanical properties prediction model of cold rolled ribbed steel bars based on the 5-in & 1-out, Taking into account the factors of the stability and the network training time and the predictive accuracy of network predicted results, it uses 5 nodes in hidden layer of BP network when predicting the tensile strength of product, and it uses 2 nodes in hidden layer of BP network when predicting the elongation of product after multiple tests. The model structures of them are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . In the figures, the y1 represents the tensile strength σb of cold rolled ribbed steel bars, and the y2 represents the elongation δb of it. Table 1 .
As it can be seen by the data in Table 1 , there are 5 relative errors between the predictive values and the measured values are less than 2% through the 16 mechanical performance parameters of cold rolled ribbed steel bars which predicted by the 5-in & 1-out BP neural network with whole variable space, accounting for 31.3% of the total predictive parameters. There are 13 relative errors are less than 5%, accounting for 81.3% of the total predictive parameters. There are 16 relative errors are less than 10%, accounting for 100% of the total predictive parameters. The average relative error of the predictive results by this model is 3.35%, and the standard deviation is 2.3.
The data in Table 1 reflect that the predictive effect of tensile strength is superior to the predictive effect of cold rolled steel elongation which based on 5-in & 1-out BP neural network with whole variable space. 
Mechanical Performance Prediction of Product Based on 5-in & 2-out BP Neural Network
After multiple tests, it uses 13 nodes in hidden layer of 5-in & 2-out BP neural network when predicting the tensile strength of product. Sampling 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16 and 20 numbers for the test samples, the rest of the samples in whole variable space are regarded as known samples. It uses the 5-in & 2-out BP neural network model to predict the mechanical performance parameters of the product. The experimental results and predictive results of the test samples mechanical performance are listed in Table 2 . As it can be seen by the data in Table 2 , there are 6 relative errors between the predictive values and the measured values are less than 2% through the 16 mechanical performance parameters of cold rolled ribbed steel bars which predicted by the 5-in & 2-out BP neural network with whole variable space, accounting for 37.5% of the total predictive parameters. There are 14 relative errors are less than 5%, accounting for 87.5% of the total predictive parameters. There are 16 relative errors are less than 10%, accounting for 100% of the total predictive parameters. The average relative error of the predictive results by this model is 2.88%, and the standard deviation is 1.96.
The data in Table 2 also reflect that the predictive effect of tensile strength is superior to the predictive effect of cold rolled steel elongation which based on 5-in & 1-out BP neural network with whole variable space.
Conclusions
The predictive effect of the tensile strength is superior to the predictive effect of the elongation on the whole according to mechanical performance of cold rolled ribbed steel bars, whether it based 
